The False Prophet
Satan isn't totally stupid. He sends the most corrupt but pious-looking people he
can find to take over the world's churches (Jesuits, etc), and they destroy the law
of God from within (“Yea, hath God said?”). Then when someone like myself
enters a church that has had no laws for at least a generation or so, hoping to try
and awaken and save them, they quickly see folks like me as being “mean” and
“hateful” because I am trying to put rules in place that they never knew before.
They had never had such rules, because unbeknownst to them the government
plan was to slowly teach all the churches to ignore any rules for governance
come of a loving God, where then yes, guys like myself would then eventually
look like a cruel and divisive intruder, since they have no real rules in their fun
church, and the only rules they have in life are from their other god—government
god. (But then it gets worse...) And since government god is getting carried
away with taking more and more from the people in taxes and slowly reduced
freedoms, etc, being so cruel with all of its increasing and harsher rules, the
church people look even more resentfully at those like me, who are trying to tell
them that if they simply get back to Father's easier, loving laws, He'd then have
mercy on them and squash their growing and overshadowing evil government
for them (2Chronicles 17:11). But sadly they only see this as additional laws
they must try to follow, and they have already grown to truly hate all laws and
rules like never before, shoving those like myself right back out in the cold next
to the true Christ where we now both stand at the door and knock, the fearful
people in their locked churches not realizing that the Father's laws and promises
are the only way out, having been successfully conditioned to trust government
god, although they, at the same time hate government god. Their televisions
have become their passage of escape from the reality of government god, but
again, they do not also realize that the television is actually government god's
greatest drug for keeping them tightly locked in their own chains. Worse than
herion, the addiction to television is the fowler's snare—satan's false prophet !

learn more. stay updated.
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